Product Review

Eurotek Metal Detector
MSRP $159.00
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Eurotek Pro Detector

MSRP $219.00
Manufactured by
Teknetics Metal Detectors
Available from selected dealers
For more information, visit
www.tekneticst2.com

Publisher’s note: Traditionally, we have
not published metal detector reviews
in American Digger® magazine. The
reasons include our belief that it is impossible to fully learn a machine in the
short period necessary to publish a review within a suitable timeframe. However, due to numerous reader requests
for detector reviews, we have opted to
give our first impressions of models offered for review by manufacturers. This
is not intended to be an in-depth technical review, but rather an overall opinion
based on an out-of-the box field test of
only a few days.

W

hen we received two models of Teknetics’ Eurotek to
evaluate, I was a bit puzzled.
My thoughts were that the Eurotek was
marketed as an entry level detector by
Teknetics, and it made no sense to offer two versions. But after testing both,
I now understand that, while the basic
Eurotek is a good “turn on and go” detector, the Eurotek Pro is even better.
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Still, a budding detectorist on a budget
can save an extra $60 and still get a serious detector by opting for the less expensive model.
Neither unit is a toy; far from it.
Originally designed as a simple and affordable detector that could still handle
the challenging hunting conditions
of Europe where iron abounds, it was
quickly discovered that either detector
will work well as a multipurpose machine. Both are serious detectors that,
while lacking whistles and bells, still
perform well in a variety of conditions.
Simplicity is as important as price
in an entry level detector, and that was
our first test. I arranged to have a beginner test the units under my guidance,
and also gave both machines a whirl
myself.
I handed each detector to the novice, giving them no instructions at all.
Within seconds, this person had already
found the power button and, because
of the default mode already having the
machine adjusted to a good usable level, was swinging the coil within a minute and already noticing the difference
in “good” targets (high tone, high numbers) and the iron “junk” (low numbers
and low tone). In fact, the only advice
I had to give the tester was to keep the
coil close to the ground and impart some
movement into the swing, because this
is a motion-operated detector.
The discrimination also worked as
it should, although I preferred the difference in tones and display numbers in
my decision of whether to dig or not.
In air tests, I found that all coins
(penny, dime, quarter) could be picked
up easily at 6-8 inches. Ground tests
resulted in about the same sensitivity.
Although neither detector is set up to
handle overly hot soil, which requires
a manual ground balance, they had no
problems in the moderately mineralized
north Georgia soil where we tested them.
In field test of buried targets, I
was impressed by both models’ performance. Although more elaborate (and
expensive) detectors will handle a wider
variety of soil conditions and achieve
greater depths, either model Eurotek

One of the physical differences
between the Eurotek (above
right) and Eurotek Pro (above
left) is the use of a heavier
search coil cable and more
secure screw-on connector.
_______________
will find its share of items in the six-toeight-inch range, and even deeper with
the 11-inch DD coil offered as an option
for the Pro.
Both units have simple turn-onand-go three-button operation, variable
iron discrimination, fast recovery speed,
motion discrimination, good target separation, tone identification, on-screen
continuous depth readout and battery
indicator, sensitivity and discrimination
adjustment, 7 Khz operating frequency,
¼ inch headphone jack, and come with
an 8½ inch concentric coil.
In addition, the Pro has a three-tone
target ID, a volume adjustment (with
iron null), a pinpoint button, a headphone socket dust cover, and a heavier
wire and connector for the search coil.
Also, the readings can be displayed in
centimeters or inches.
In addition to being simple and efficient, I suspect these machines will be
utilized by a lot of people for whom detector weight is an issue. The units each
weigh about two and a half pounds, are
well balanced, and should be able to be
used for long periods with no undue
arm fatigue.
All in all, I am sold. The Euroteks
are perfect for those who want to own
a decent and dependable detector for a
very affordable price. Add to this the
five-year limited warranty, and it’s hard
to go wrong with these machines.

